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Preface
In moLinq tram FT t %t'tit ter lar qt coaperatwe educ atlon trra!3rarrls.
caiieqes and Lem ersitte:i thus' unlit:4)LN the neLc heeds 111111 Will be

brought about h.c Increased size. Mont; procedures that are appro-
priate tor a small program c arincn carried ouer into a larger one. The
management at informan071 IS 011e such case, In Whit: h t;VSICT71,S

!t,7iqriec,1 for DO students mac not L-;uttiee for DOu. Not ot1/y mat: pre ient
r:ciriagement information methods be unable to accornmodategreatet
numbers. Out the systems may collect data incompletelv, incons:st
with, or fad to produce releuant information.

The design of a suitable cooperattee nlanagenlent ation
system is the focus of the followiliq publication. It seeks to help all
c ooperattue education itiStiRiflonti to understand the significance of

,ctice miormation management. It also seru42s as a guideline for the
deuelopment of an appropriate scstem, he/ping institutions to identiN
obiectiues, determine needs, detiise methods of handling information,
and applv the gathered information.

CooperatiLe education programs both /urge and small will benefit
from keeping voce with the ncluanceS in information ,rnagernent. But
for those Institutions mauls` toward comprehens: %)perattue pro
grams, the deuelopment of more effecuee informonon scsterns takes
on added significance. It can play a molar role in determining the ease
with LL.hich a program is implemented. the ac hieuement of e_.kpec led
outcomes. ctnd the successful ongoing operation of the program.



Management Information Systems
and Cooperative Education
Cooperative education is an educational strategy which has unique information collection.
storage. manipulation, and utilization needs_ For example, co-op directors and the.- staffs
are responsible for collecting information on students and employers: matching students
with work experiences: monitoring the progress of students during their work experiences:
evaluating the results of each student-employer match; and making detailed progress
reports to top level administrators and, in many cases, state and federal governments. All
the tasks require information collection. storage, manipulation. and utilization.

One method of dealing with these needs is to develop Management Information
Systems (MIS) for cooperative education. This chapter establishes a perspective about
Management Information Systems: points out the need for information management in

- coop( itive education; details common weaknesses in cooperative education information
collection, reporting, and utilization: and suggests a four-step process that individual
institutions might use to ( I ) specify program objectives: (2) determine corresponding
information needs: (3) devise data collection storage manipulation and reporting proce-
dures: and (41 utilize the derived information in program management_ The end result of
this process is a Cooperative (Education) Management Information System (CMIS) unique
to individual institutions.

A Management Information System Perspective
The MIS concept is relatively recent, originating in the field of business management after
World War II..As Robert ,Murdkix and Joel Ross point out the 20th century has seen a
significant change in the way management is viewed by those in the field and those who
teach business administration, Before World War !I. management was generally consid-
ered an art to be learned by the case study rr.-Ahod. Students of management and
practicing managers were -expected to gain an intuitive insight into the principles underly-
ing the problems they.. . [would be' expected o face.- In the last thirty years management
has increasingly come to be viewed as a science based on "a more structured approach to
decision making."'

The change is related to the shift in busines science, and other fields from analysis to--
synthesis. from looking closely at individual pats of an organization to an -emphasis on
combining the results of analysis into a whole.. This broader focus, often referred to
as the -total systems- approach, is an important feature of on MIS because all elements of
the system are -functionally and operationally united.-3

All management information systems, then, are basically organized approaches to
collecting. processing, and utilizing information in order to( I) determine if the objectives of
an organization have been achieved. and (2) assist in decision making. As one manage-
ment text states. their purpose is to "provide the necessary information at the proper time
and place so as to enable thr. effective management of all facets of an organization.-4

The Need for Information Management
in Cooperative Education
How can an MIS support a cooperative education effort? The advantages can best be seen
by reviewing cooperative information needs, examining common weaknesses in how



information is current: provided. and explain ng now an .WS.. om the stated
weaknesses.

Cooperative Education Information Needs
The cooperative experience develops from and depends upon clear, accurate, and fre-
quent communication among the parties to the experience: employers, educators, and
students. To be in a position to respond to employer requests, directors of cooperative
education constantly take the pulse of the business community. At the same time, because
co-op is a relatively new option in many colleges and universities and because it frequently
depends upon state and federal funding, it often receives more than its share of scrutiny.
Coordinators respond to information requests from central administration and govern-
mental agencies and are required to develop thorough rationales at budget building time.
Finally, because cooperative education is optional at most institutions, it is essential that
co-op education be marketed and communicated effectively to students.

The complex task of. placing qualified students with various employers in positions
appropriate to individual abilities and aspirations demands comprehensive information
about students as well as a clear description of individual employer positions. The manage-
ment of information required for the matching process :s far easier for the coordinator with
a few students and a limited number of placements. It becomes much more difficult as the
coordinator load increases in a maturing program. Once students are placed, the determi-
nation of individual learning objectives and the consequent evaluation of whether learning
has occurred add a further dimension to information collection, maintenance, and
manipulation.

Information is also needed for program evaluation. Tyler notes that cooperative
education requires both internal and external evaluation at various points in overall
program activity.5 Initial nrogram directions (objectives and activity plans) need to be
assessed. Actual program activity needs to be reviewed to monitor whether and to what
extent the planned program is being implemented. Planned outcomes must be estab-
lished, and both planned and unplanned outcomes need to be evaluated The complex
nature of this particular learning strategy multiplies and further complicates the amount of
information necessary to provide effective evaluation.
i In summary, several factors point out the value of applying the MIS concept to
/cooperative education: (1) the need to communicate with employers, students. college
/administrators, and governmental agencies: (2) the complicated nature of the co-op
placement activity: (3) the determination and evaluation of unique student learning objec-

Jives; and (4) the overall evaluation of program activity.

How an MIS Can Overcome Weaknesses
In Co-op Information Collection and Reporting
Nearly all cooperative education programs do collect some information about co-op
students and evaluate semester student pefformance. Many even undertake occasional
evaluation of the long-range effect of the cooperative education interaction on student
development as well as the general effectiveness of the institution's approach to the
cooperative effort. Few coordinators or directors of cooperative education, however, have
ever spent time reviewing their information needs and developing a systematic approach to
such information collection, manipulation, and utilization. As a result. c -tain weaknesses
in information collection, reporting. and utilization are common.
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,issing these ieaknesses It ,s neicessan, to dirterenuare between informa-
tion and data as the are used in the field of information management and the rest ot this
chapter. Data refers to discrete facts, such as an individual student's name. address, or
curriculum_ -Information- refers to processed data, i.e.. data that have been added,
averaged, classified, or manipulated in some way to make them more meaningful. Ekam-
ples of information derived from the above data would be the total number of co-op
students hying in a particular cin, and the total number of co-op students in each curricu-
lumi Note that some of the following weaknesses invoke data while others imolve
information

Irrelevant data are collected.
Rather than collect too little data, some directors attempt to collect too much.
Application forms require coordinators to fill out data that is not utilized or collect
the same piece or data on various forms w hen it could better be collected less
frequently In contrast. MIS would onli, collect data essential to meeting a pro-
gram obiective, and it would collect data as few times as necessary.

Data are collected in an unorganized manner-
Often data collectiL n _occurs in such a forniat that irs ability to generate informa-
tion in combination -with other data is severely limited. For example, coordinators
might collect wage and salary data Imm students on a form separately from an
employer data form and consequently find it extremely difficuit to correlate the
two pieces of data to come up with an information report that reflects salaries paid
to students by specific employers. In the case of larger, decentralized programs
with several coordinators, different units or individuals may be collecting different

Des of data ,r1 still different t,Dirridts. more se,eriily limits the ability to
draw useful conclusions about co-op from an institutional framework, With an
MIS: all coordinators would collect similar kinds of data in similar formats.

Data are collected and manipulated in an untimely manner.
Frequently programs with adequate collection instrument~ fail to develop clearly
defined procedures that answer such questions as who is to provide what data,
when it is to be provided, and how and when it will be manipulated. When
timelines and responsibilities have not been established, data are either not
completely provided or are not provided by all coordinators at the same time.
Under these conditions, manipulation of data to provide information is either
delayed or does not even occur. In both instances information that could be very
useful in program activity or Planning is unavailable at the appropriate time. An
MIS would establish individual responsibilities and written timelines for all aspects
of data collection and manipulation.

Available information is not reported clear Sy to appropriate f' cision makers.
ate and federal laws require co-op directo: Are ce. ,,rids of reports.

ki,wever, very often it seems that not enougi . remains to prepare accurate,
timely, and clear reports on program accomplishments to use within an institu-
tion, to communicate with employers. or to attract additional students. Because
of difficulties with timely and appropriate data collection and manipulation,
federal requirements, and other progi am responsibilities. directors may fail to
take the time to present and interpret information about their program on a
regular basis to those who would be in the best position to use it An MIS
establishes who nee is to be routinely inf, -11(,( co-op activity and when and in
what format such repo,' Litimd!



Available information is not used in decision making,
directors often make decisions based on hunches influencoil by a few

isolated facts rather than make decisionii based on a broad. total program
perspective Instead of using information systematically. they tend to set a
program direction and then hunt for information to justift. that direction. In
confiast. an MIS would establish clear guidelines for the presentation and utiliza-
tion of infomaation in grogram planning.

o Information collection is too pemon-dependent.
Small co-op programs are often managed by a single coordinator. That same
person often keeps records of employers. students. and active placements in his

or her head or on a few pieces of paper in a system known only to that individual.
Like the co-op program itself. such an information process poses few problems
as long as this person is in charge and the program remains small. Should the
program grow or the person leave, chaos can result. Because an MIS has
established instruments and procedures. it tends to be less person dependent
and provides more easily for transition or groskth.

Despite these information problems in programs of cooperative education, communi-
cation continues to be essential, reports continue to be necessary. and the process of
matching students with placements continues to occur. Unfortunately. each activity
requires the coordinator to go back to one or more files and cull data in a very inefficient

manner. The end result is that the quality of reports is often dubious, the collection of

information is time consuming, and ultimately programming decisions and student place-
ments tend to depend heavily on individual perception (hunches) rather than upon a
combination 't the presentatin of fact and it$ iritemritation by staff

Building a Cooperative (Education)
Management Information System (CMIS)
The first sections of this chapter defined MIS. demonstrated the need for MIS in cooperative
edu,:aticin. and fcicii,ed more prociselv on how MIS might overcome common weaknesses
manifest in current cooperative information collection and reporting. What follows is a
review of the steps involved in the process of building and aaintatining a Management
Information ISN, stem for a cooperative education program. It is important to note the gold-
face words in the prior sentence. What follows is a process and not a description of a
product or a computer program that may have universal application at various institutions.
The- nd product or CMIS resulting from such a process will be ur because institu
. ; and informati _ed .que. Tills is a t, ; iicess for building and

in the sense that an MI5 should not =e viewed as a static but as a
;-knamic system in tune with the dynamism of cooperative education arid the technological

ivances of information management science. The nest section overOews the four main

steps in this process.

Step One: Defermio- ,rogr. VT1

, progrn '1 directors, in their pm; .itforts to build and maintain cooperative

education progra ri.lcen the time to establish a clear, written philosophy and to

otiject ,es. .; a philosophy is written and if initial objectives have been

established. both are infrequently reviewed or revised in relation to current experience.



Born LI; be_caL:se icinore tre carerully
objectly es.

\.k.hv !-Iegin elopinq a C%11:.; by -stating objectives? The reason becomes cle,Ar when
one understands the relationship between objectives and information, Objectives state
yt.riat Me director and staff hope to accomplish or what they hope the students will
accomplish as a result of their cooperative experiences. Information. in turn. helps to
implement the objectives and mote irriportantiv. tells Nt,hether the objectives have been
accornp!isheei For exampie. i; objeolve is lu increase the number of employers -o
300.- the ::-,aft may need mailing Labels ta type ot intoi motion) for all employers in the area
where most potenUal co-op students live. To if tr e objective has been accomplished.
information on the total number of active employers y hav e to be obtained Conversely. if
no objective exists, it makes no sense to spend time and effort obtaining this
info' Ation.

Nnothe-r reason why C%1IS development should beg i objecties concerns the
survival and growth of the co-op program within an institution. Sheila C. Gordon and Harry
N. Hejnernann stress the importance ot detailing how the cooperative education effort
makes its own objectives or assist, in the accomplishment of broader, institutional objec-
tives, They emphasize that reporting on coop participation in the objective setting
process can be cntical to administrative program support.'"

It isn t easy to identity a comprehensive set of objectives for a program of cooperative
education. :',Ioreover. it s hard to maintain overall program perspective in the process of
such an effort 'Some help may come from Title VlIl proposals and instructional or unit
plans. which often speak to cooperative education objectives for a particular year. In
addition, cooperative education rationales presented to curriculum committees and
catalog statements about cooperative education speak to more general objectives or
program philosophy. Unfortunately, annual objectives are often quite narrow and fail to
speak to comprehensive unit oblectives. Conversely. philosophy statements tend to,be too
general to be usable as objectives. A way out of this dilemma is to cha out one's
cooperative education effort in concert with staff. The resulting program chart might be as
simple as that depicted in Figure I . Once such a chart has been constructed. whatever its
complex specific components of the overall co-op activity e.g.. student recruitment) can

examir:ef-J. Tld -,,rrininino, objectives.
devoliiping measurable educatic nal objectives. A recent

this ai,a is Objective Oriented Management for Cooperative Educa-
,dron D. Lucas and Daniel C. Holsenbeck.' They emphasize that obectives should

e _lay stated. reali..tic. and capable of being measured. It is also important ti avoid
developing only objectives that speak to process (operations), e.t2 objectives that h to
do with recruiting students and e-mployees. These objectives Ha accompanied by
objectives that speak to the anticipated outcomes of the co-op mt.. znce. e.g student
learnings that have occurred an-' the impact of the program as a whole upon general
instiuctional activity. Anita J. Harrow'S article on program evaluation provides a further
discussion of both process and outcome objectives.

Finally, because reporting requirements (e.g.. ride \4U and othe' state and federal
reponsi often require extensive information about a program that may not be related to
individual program objeQtives, it is important that response to such reports be treated as an
independent process objective.

Step Two: Determine Information and Data Needs

Once specific objectives have been written. the co-op staff can Hiermine what

5
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Information employers, administrators, staff, and students Might need to know to imple

anent the objectives and ascertain their accomplishment. example, if a particular

student recruitment objective is -to recruit fifty students from area high schools into the

college's design engineering cooperative expehence.- the co-op staff might want to know

how many students were recruited and what percentage of students at each high school

indicated program interest. They might also need to maintain a continuing contactwith

such interested students. To meet such information needs. it is necessary to determine

what distinct facts (data) need to be collected about each student Such data would include

each student's name, address, and high school. In essence, every objective should be

subjected to the following questions: What kinds of information do I need to accomplish

the objective or to measure the accomplishment of this objective? What discrete data do I

need to provide such information?
Figure 2 suggests a simple format for determining both information and data needs

and provides a completed example.

1
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Figure 2
CO-OP OBJECTIVES. INFORMATION AriD DATA
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It may be helpful at this point to distinguish between -objectives- (desired ends) and
means of achieving the ends). For example, the objective to recalit fifty area

high school students into the design engineering cooperative experience" might have the
following as one of its activities: -visit all high school drafting classes in the county to explain
the coop program.- To accommodate this differentiation Figure 2 could be expanded to
include an -Activities- column between the -Objectives- and "Information Needed"
columns.

Once data needs have been determined to meet or measur' the accomplishment of
program objectives. it is nessary to take an interim step focusing on current data
collection instruments. This review is a first step in the process of refining collection
instruments and, at the same time. a way of checking on the completeness of developed
program objt,ctives and consequent data needs. When data are collected over a period of
time. there is generally a reason for the collection. Consequently. pieces of currently
collected data should point to established objectives and may well suggest others that need
to be added to those previously drafted. In addition. a careful review of actual data collection
instruments provides an overview that is essential to the instrument refinement that follows
in step three.

Figure 3 suggests a format for reviewing current collection instruments. Current
instruments should be identified at the top of the page and data collected on each form
listed along the side An additional benefit of this exercise is that it provides a perspective for
eliminating needless data duplication,

This process of reviewing objectives and determining information and subsequent
cli.ta needs is never complete. for objectives change frequently in a dynamic program.
Nevertheless, it is necessary at times to stop and decide upon the precise data that will be
collected for a given period of time. Once such decisions are made, collection instruments
can be reviewed and the process continued. Of course, an MIS should be flexible enough to
incorporate and/or eliminate data at a later time.

7



Figure 3
A FORMAT OR THE REVIEW OF DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS

Step Three: Devise Methods of Collecting Storing. Manipulating. and Reporting
Information

Step three in the process is central to any, MIS and at the same time quite involved.
Data collection_ storage_ manipulation. and reporting are all interrelated. Required reports
will influence data manipulation: the method of manipulation will influence storage and

collection- Though each component will be separately presented. they are combined into

one step to demonstrate their interrelatedness.

Data Collection Instmment3 and Procedures
Very often a collection instrument drastically limits the information available from the
collected data. In a manual system, for example. if wage: hour, employer. and curriculum
data are not part of a single collection instrument, it is very time consuming to determine
the hourly wages earned, hours worked. and total income of students in a particular
curriculum during a particular semester. The development of systematic and efficient
information collection formats and procedures is as critical as a thorough information
needs analysis. Well designed forms for the collection of data. a carefully developed

procedure with timelines for the actual collection, and a specification of who will provide
and who will validate data are essential for accurate and timely program information.

There are several points to keep in mind in the development of collection instruments
and the data collection process:

10



1. General concerns about the collection effort should be identified.
Student and employer input is critical at this step of the process. Who better than
those in closest contact can identify problems in current instruments or in the
collection process? Having involved persons identify current concerns with data
collection instruments and procedures is the place to begin data collection
revision.

Data should be collected on carefully conceived forms.
The instruments that are developed for data collection should be simnle, clearly
presented, and easily completed. The collection system as a whole needs to be
flexible in the sense that it can easily incorporate additional-data as new informa-
tion needs are determined. Field testing of new instruments by users is important
before final formats are developed. What may be very clear to a coordinator may.
in fact, be a foreign language to an employer new to cooperative education.

Whenever possible, data should be collected only once.
Requesting a piece of data on several forms frequently results in annoyance. at
times an increase in missing data, and always increased storage problems. The
overall data analysis demonStrated in Figure 3 is a first step in the elimination of
needless data redundancy_

The individual closest to information should generally provide it.
In any MIS it usually makes sense to have the individual closest to a piece of
information provide it. Since most -coop information concern:, students and
employers. it follows that they are usually the best source of the information that
concerns them. Some might suspect that students are unlikely to provide accu-
rate information or to complete forms correctlytuit experience in programs that
have developed a CMIS has not borne out sudi concern. Some information, of
course. will require verification. In such cases, it is important to determine what
requires verification, who will verify it and when it will be verified.

5. Procedures are essential for a well-organized collection effort.
A carefully devised procedure for data collection should include collection
instruments, should specify who completes and verifies information, and should
stipulate a process for time regular review of the collection process itself_

6 Methods of storing and manipulating facts will influence the instrument design
and procedures.
A decision to use a computer to store and manipulate information as opposed to
a manual storage and manipulation process will influence instrument design and
procedures. For example. in a computerized MIS, a form that is d 'Tied ready
for key punching will be far more efficient than a form not so structured.

The Storage and Manipulation of Data
As information needs are being assessed, data to supply that information are being
identified, and the collection process is being determined, it is essential to establish how
these data will be stored and manipulated to provide requested information_ As in the other
instances, the methodology for storage and manipulation can place restrictions on what is
collected, ho.v it is collected, and how it can be used. Historically, coordinators have
determined information needs and have designed collection instruments and time lines.
As a group, coordinators dre probably least familiar with the varied means of data storage
and manipulation. This step in the development of a CMIS often appears to be the most



difficult because coordinators are now in alien territory. However, resources are relatively
available. The primary problem is to be able to ask intelligent questions about local

rewurces. whether computerized or manual. The following suggestions will help in deter-

mining how information will be stored and manipulated:

1. Identify available resourc-1.4`.-----
An individual who understands What-is locally available for data storage and

manipulation and is able to suggest how these resources might be best adapted
to resolve present information needs is critical to this part of the MIS develop-
ment Very often such assistance is available from more than one resource. For
example, some co-op directors have used faculty in data processing or computer
science departments as such a resource. Institutional computer services con-
tinue to be the principal resource. In looking for available resources it is important
to look within and without the institution. Occasionally major institutions have

combined to provide a network of computerized resources. Private sector agen-
cies, however, are often slow with follow-up,

2. Use a simple system.
It is probably better to settle on one approach to storage and manipulation that
takes care of most needs rather than to use several that are not interchangeable.
As mentioned before, if demographic data about employers and students are
collected separately then the possibility for their integrated interpretation is
limited.

3. Become familiar with factors involved in selection of storage and manipulation
resources. ,
The choice of a specific storage or manipulation technique depends upon the
Pipe of information needed. the amount of data to be collected, and the complex-
ity of the needed information. For example, if data are being, collected to com-
plete local, state, and federal information reports, then the required information is
focused on the total population and less concerned with individual characteris-
tics. Repons are required at regular intervals, and the required information is
limited in scope. If a computerized approach to data manipulation is used, a
statistical package that produces batch printed reports would be quite appro-
priate. However, if data are being collected to assist coordinators in the placement
of individuals and a computerized approach to manipulation is suggested, then
the computer software package chosen must permit rapid recall of data about

individuals.

4. Develop a manual storage and manipulation system even if computer ces

are available.
A carefully conceived, well-organized manual system is an important supplement
to a computerized system. For example. such data as grade point averages are
often more efficiently stored by computer, while other data, such as faculty
recommendations, are better stored in a manual system (i.e., file folders).

5. Develop well defined procedures.
Like an effective collection system, well develoPed procedures are critical to an
effective and timely storage and manipulation effort. These procedures should
inform all concerned staff as to how data are to be stored (e,g., on computer or in
file folders), how they will be manipulated to provide necessary information, when
they will be manipulated, and who will manipulate them.

10.



6. Estimate future storage needs.
In choosing a particular method for storing inform lion, it is important to esti-
mate and plan for long range storage needs. It is 'nportarit to determine which
types of data will be retained and for h ©w long.

7. Relate manipulation reporting needs.
Reporting requirements and a format for reports will influence the choice of
manipulation techniques. For example, computer programs frequently can be
adjusted to print results-of manipulation in a report ready format.

The Reporting of Information
As mentioned previously, very often coordinators fail to report, or report clearly, informa-
tion about their program activity to the appropriate people. Data are collected, stored,
manipulated. and even at times reported statistically to state and federal agencies. Still
coordinators fail to assemble the information and understand implications suggested by
the collected data. If cooperative .education is to receive significant support, then its
outcomes must be well presented. at individual institutions and nationally. The following
points about reporting are simple but appear to be frequently overlooked.

1. Information should be cleady and succinctly presented in a standardized format
or a regular schedule.
All of us have probably had the experience of skimming a tenpage report and
wondering what it said, only to read carefully a one or two-page repot that
followed with good comprehension. Reports should be to the point and unambig-
uous. The implications of the data should be clearly presented. The report format
should be clear and easily interpreted by educators, students, and employers
alike. Furthermore, a standardized reporting format over a period of time permits
comparison and contributes to overall program understanding.

2. Key employers, faculty. and administrative decision makers should receive
program reports.
It is far more important to single out a handful of key people with whom to share
program information rather than to spend time with broadsides to all in sight.

Information reports should be regularly reviewed.
It is good to occasionally review program reports with those who regularly receive
them. Whether information is of use, how it is being used, and whether additional
information might be helpful are important questions to ask.

Reporting procedures must be clearly established.
It is essential to determine which reports will be presented, who will receive these
reports. and how they will be stored.

Step Four: Develop a Plan for Utilizing Information

Utilization of information is the end result and primary rationale for an MIS. Very often
available information is not used in program activity establishing direction for individuals or
in general planning and development. The following principles are suggestions for achiev-
ing.maximum utilization of information:

Develop a clear plan for the utilization of information.
It should include regular intervals for the discussion of the implications of the
available information and the consequent amendment of program direction.
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OEJECTIVE-

Figure 4
INFORMATION PROCESS REVIEW

INFORMATION
What information is needed to help meet objective or to determine if e objective

has been attained?

DATA
What data are need to generate this information?

COLLECTION
On what form(s) will the data be collected?
Who will provide the data?
When will it be provided?
Who if anyone, will validate the date"

STORAGE
How will the data be stored? (manually, on comp_ ute or both)

MANIPULATION
How will the data be manipulated to provide necessary information?
(manually or by computer)
When will it be manipulated?
Who will manipulate it?

REPORTING
How will the information (manipulated data) be reported"

To whom will it be reported?
When will it be reported?

UTILIZATION
How will the information be used in program planning?

Thy process of developing an MIS is all encompassing and will affect the entire coop-
erative program. Though the task is demanding, the experience of those who have devel-

oped a CMIS indicates that it is well worth be effort.'°
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2. Use an Information Management Calendar.
One way to insure that you do assess your program's progress toward its
objectives is to review annual objectives and develop more specific monthly
activities that become a part of a Management Information Calendar. At the
beginning of the following month, progress on the past month's activities is
reported and new activities are stated. At the end of the year such a calendar
becomes a record of activity and a basis for the review of past objectives and the
development of new objectives.

Efficiency and effectiveness of an established MIS should be review,g4egularly.
As mentioned previously, CMIS is tended to provide "the necessary information
at the proper time and place so as to enable the effective management of all
facets of an organizaton." It is important that a CMIS be assessed regularly to see
if, in fact, it is contributing to the overall effectiveness and efficiency of the
program.

Conclusion
This paper has attempted to establish a perspective for the utilization of the MIS concept in
programs of cooperative education. It has detailed common weaknesses in cooperative
education information management and suggested how they can be overcome through
an MIS. Finally. it has presented a process for MIS development that involves specifying
objectives: identifying information and data needs; determining data collection, storage,
manipulation. and reporting methods: and deciding how the MIS will assist in daily
program objectives and overall planning. This process is summarized in Figure 4, which
provides a format for dealing with each objective in a thorough manner.
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